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Let 12 be the set {1, 2 . . . . .  n}, and 2 n be the set of all subsets of 12. Let 
9" be the set of all d ___ 2 n with ~ ~ O and Q ~d,  where O is the 
empty set. Similarly let ~ be the set of all ~ ~ 2 n with ~ '  g= Q and 
12~2.  For~9-and  X___12put 
Q if there is no A ~ d with A _c X,  
Z~(X)  = f'l{A ~J ,  A c_X}A otherwise. 
Also for ~ '  ~ ~" and X _c 12 put 
U if there is no B ~ ~ '  with X _ B, 
Z~(X)  = {B~,XcB}B otherwise. 
The Ah lswede-Zhang identity [1] is 
A = lwhereA = ~[Z j (X) I  IXI , ( l )  
and summation is over all X c 12 with X :~ 0 .  The dual of (1) which we 
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here present is 
F = @ where F = ~ IZ~(X)  (n - IXl) IXl ' (2) 
and summation is over all X ___/2 with X =~ ~Q, and 
¢=n 1+2 +' '+n-1  
Note that (1) is only concerned with the antichain of minimal elements 
of d .  On the other hand (2) is only concerned with the antichain of 
maximal elements of ~' .  Every maximal chain of subsets of g) has an X 
with Z~(X)~ ~, and a Y with Z~(Y)~ ~2. Interestingly, the least 
common multiple l.c.m, of the denominators in (1) or (2) is the 1.c.m. of 
1 ,2 , . . . ,  n. 
To prove that (1) and (2) are equivalent. Let us write c for complement. 
We may assume A ~ X iff cA ~ ~.~. Let X ___ f2 be given with X ~ 0.  
Then there is an A ~ .~ with A c X iff there is cA E ~.~ with cX c cA. 
When there is an A ~ d with A _c X then 
c(n{A Ed,  A c_X}A) = U{A E.ae, cXc__cA}cA 
= U{B ~,  cXc_B}B, 
SO 
c(zMx) )  = z~(cx) .  (s) 
Now (3) also holds when there is no A ~ ~'  with A ___ X, because then 
Z~.(X) = • and Z~(cX)  = s2. Next we use (3) to get 
r= E{o ~ Yc_s2}JZ~(cY)l/(n -IcYl) }ctl 
= E{e :/= Yc_~Q}(n - ]Z j (Y )O) / IY [  IYI 
= l+q~-k ,  
so (1) and (2) are equivalent. 
We discovered (2) when considering the case of (1) with A ~ d i f f  
cA ~ xg. Now we give a direct proof of (2) in the style of [2]. 
\ ] \ ] r r 
A =b/nwhere  A =A(b)+A(b-  1 )+ ". .  +A(1). 
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(7 )  ( m ) Proof. Using the identity =(m-s+ 1) s -1  /s we get 
{(b) / (7 )}  +A(r - l )  = ( b ) / (  n ) 
r r -  1 r -  1 " (4) 
The lemma follows by using (4) with r = b, b - 1 . . . .  ,2 from the left 
of A. 
LEMMA21 . Letg~,~andput~ A~={DNE:D ~2,  E~}.  
Then 2 A ~, ~ U g~ ~ ~ and for all g2 4: X c 12 we have 
IZ~o~(X) I  = IZ ; (X) I  + lz~(x) l - IZ ;A~(X) I .  (5) 
Proof. 
Case 1. There is no D~2 with Xc_D and no E~g~ with XcE .  
Here each IZ*] in (5) is n, from a Z* which is O. 
Case 2. There is no D ~2 with X_cD but there is an E~g~ with 
X _ E. Here (5) holds because Z~(X) = Z~ A ~(X)  = O and 
z u (x) = U{X__cB u )B = U{X_cB = 
Of course we can exchange .@ and g~ in this Case 2. 
Case 3. There is a D~2 with X__c_D and an E ~  with XcE .  
Then 
Z~(X)  =(U{X_D~}D)  U(U{Xc_E~}E)  
= Z~(X)  U Z~(X) ,  and 
Z~A~( X ) = U{X ~ O ~,  X c_ E ~ ~}(D V) E )  = Z~( X) C~ Z~( X),  
so (5) holds and the lemma is proved. 
Induction Proof of (2). 
Case 1. [~_~] = 1 so ~={B} and B = ~. Then Z* (O)= Q but 
Z* = 12 otherwise, and (2) follows easily. 
Case 2. [~[  = l so  ~ = {B}and B 4: Q. Then Z* (X)=Bi fX___B  
but Z* =/2  otherwise. For X 4: O we put Z* = Z~ - Z~, where Z~ is 
the Z* of Case 1 for which (2) holds. That the sum of the other terms of F 
is zero follows immediately from Lemma 1. 
1T. D. Thu apologises for not giving the details for (3) of [2] corresponding to this 
Lemma 2. 
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Case 3. We assume (2) holds for 1 _< I~'l < h and consider the case 
~.@ = {Bt ,  B2 , . . .  , Bh}.  Let ~ = {Bt, B~,.. . ,  B h_  t} and go = {Bh}" Then 
for Lemma 2 we have [2[ ,  Ig[ ,  12 A g"l < h. So if we sum (2) over each 
of the Iz*l in the right hand side of (5), by our induction hypothesis we 
get q) + q) - q~, which is the right hand side of (2). Hence (2) holds for 
2 U W =.2 .  
Algorithm to Evaluate Z. Let ag ~ g be given. We iteratively define 
a (X)  and Z(X)  for X_  S2. Whenever a (X)  = 0, Z(X)  = Q. Let 6(X) 
= {Y: Y c X, ]Y[ = IX[ - 1}. Put c~(Q) = 0. Suppose c~ and Z are known 
for IXI < h. Then for [X] = h do: 
Case 1. There is a Y~6(X)  with c~(Y)= 1. Put c~(X)= 1 and 
Z(X)  = n{Y  ~ 6(x ) ,  a(Y)  = 1}z(Y). 
Case 2. Not Case 1. If X~a e then a(X)= 1 and Z(X)=X.  If  
X ~ d then o~(X) = 0. 
Of  course there is a corresponding algorithm for Z*. 
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